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News-Lites
By Walter King
IT'S STILL A TROUBLED WORLDMartial law reigns today in many
sections of Palestine as British troops
strive to put down the terrorist bands,
who have been attacking police stations,
military camps, and lines of communi·
cation throughout the Holy Land.
Although the British have taken
stringent measures to stop the uprising,
the situation is definitely getting worse.
The terrorist attacks are more fre,quent.
The rattle of machine guns and even
the crash of mortar shells are common
sounds in the all,. Jewish 'City of Tel
Aviv and other towns throughout Palestine.
And in ~ormosa, recent revolts against Chinese controls have resulted
m the death of an estimated. 10,000 persons_ The Formosans are demanding
virtual autonomy, a status which the
Chinese are unable, or unwilling, to
grant.
The situation in Inda-China seems to
have eased up a little, following the
appointment, by ~ranee, of a new high
commissioner to that country. A more
oomprom1s1~g attitude is expected of
the new ' commissioner, Emile Bollaert,
who succeeded Adm. Georges Thierry
D'Argenlieu. The policy of D'Argenlieu was to refuse to negotiate until
French authority was restored.
When we read of such conditions as
these, we are made to wonder - where
is the "great" United N ations Organization, which is supposed to settle all
such trouble? So far we've heard a lot
of talk and argument from the U. N .,
but hardly any constructive action.
What are they wa~ting for ? A third
world war?

will

Three Represent
Harding At Meet

One Act Play
Will Be Entered
In.Speech Festival
Theeman Healy, president of the dra·
matic club, announces that Harding will
be represented. in the one-act play division of the State Speech Festival· this
year with a one·act, "Poor Old Jim .. ,
directed by Dr. Jack Wood 'Sears, charter member of the Eta Omega cast of
the Alpha Psi Omega. The Arkansas
State Speech Festival will be held :March 27.. 23 at the Arkansas 'State Teachers'
College in Conway, Arkansas. Colleges
and high schools all over the state will
be represented in various d ivisions of
the meet.
"Poor Old Jim" is the hilarious comedy of the curing of a man given to
excessive drinking. Jim comes home one
evening in his usual condition to find
a conspiracy has been formed against
him by his wife, Marie, and Dr. Paul.
Pretending that Jim has passed on froJD.
this world, Marie, and Dr. Paul convince Jim with their act that he has
really died and he is present only in
spirit.
Cast in the three roles are Judy
Hogan as Marie, Ed Cade as Jim, and
Joe Cannon as Dr. Paul

Hallinger Releases
Program Schedule
Of Music Department
Nine music programs and recitals are
scheduled for performance before the
rermination of the spring term, it was
announced Wednesday by Prof. Clarence R . Haflinger, head of the music
department.

THE SCHOOL WITH
THE LO W EST ENROLLMENTMost of us, are familiar with the
The first of these will be March 20,
little one and two-room schools, so when the girls' glee club and ensemble,
prevalent throughout this part of the under the direction of Mrs. Florence
country, especially i n the mountainous J ewell, will be presented to the pJ blic
sections.
in the Harding auditorium. An all-Cho·
On a windswept mountain in Col&- pin piano recital will be presented
rado, about 20 miles east ~f the Con- March 25, under the direction of Pro·
tinental Divide, stands a tiny one-room fessor Haflinger._
frame schoolhouse. It's an attractive lit>Mary E. Garuner, former piano in.!le house. CUrtains hang at its windows structor at Harding, who is now an inand colorful posters and pictures de- structor at Drury C')llege, Missouri,
cerate its walk I t isn't an unusual will present a piano recital in the Hardschoolhouse, and it maintains a stand- ing auditorium April 5.
ard curriculum, but irs pupils are un·
April 10, Mildred Lanier, vocalist
usual. No, they aren't cripples or men· and senior student, and Jo O'Nfeal, piatal cases. They are perfectly normal, nist, will be presented in a joint re·
healthy, American kids, except for one cital. The operetta, "Creatures of Imthing - they're lonely! You see, there pulse'', under he direction of
Mrs.
are only two of them.
Jewell, will be given April 17, and a
-o-duo-piano recital, directed by ProfesTHE CPA IS OPTOMISTIC FOR 1947
sor Haflinger, is scheduled for April
U. S. i ndustry will produce good[• 22_ Students of Mrs. Jewell will be prewith a total value of $202,000,000, ~need in the spring voi~e recital May
000, according to the Civilian Produc·
Miss Pearson, harpist, of Baton
tion. Administration.
La., will (present a harp recital
Rouge,
The board also predicts:
Slightly increasing wage rates in the here some time in May. The exact date
of this feature is not yet definite.
spring in nearly all industries.
The commencement recital, on May
Declining farm prices.
28, will feature the outstanding soloists
Increasing building activity.
The U. s_ will produce more goods and ensemble groups of the entire year.
than 'in any previous year in history, This recital will be under the direction
the CPA believes. Leading the list will of Professor Haflinger.

be those hard-to-get items; washing
machines, refrigerators, electric irons,
etc.
Five million automobiles and trucks
reach the sales-rooms of the nation in 194 7, GPA predicts optimistically.
A 50 per cent dollar value increase
in building construction to a total of
$15 ,000,000,00o, of which six billion,
would be for homes, is declared possible this year.
But all is not rosy for t1ie buying
public. There is still a shortage of steel
and iron, which will reflect in shortages
in many consumer articles. The paper
famine will be only slightly eased, and
the shortage of railroad cars will con·
tinue through most of the year.
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Students W
ill See
"Hamlet" 'March 17
1

Direct from a record-breaking New
York engagement, Maurice Evans is pre
sen ting his production of "Hamlet" ,
one of Shakesp~re's finest tragedies, at
•he Robinson Auditorium in Little Rock
Arkansas ,Monday night, March 17.
T aking advantage of the opportunity,
approximately seventy-eight H arding
students are planning to attend. Members of D ean Sears' Sha.~espeare class
will be present, and Theeman Healy reports that a large percentage of the dra.matic club are going;

At the Province V meeting of the
American Home Economics AsSlOciation
Oub division on March 13·15 held in
Natchitoches, Louisiana, Harding will
be represented by three home economics
majors. An annual event, five southern
states will have rep resentatives present
from their largest colleges and universities.
Those attending from Harding will
be Grace Johnson, Alpha Lee T urman
and Dorothy Ann Smith. Mrs. Bell will
sp::msor the girls.

Names Of Students
Making Honor Roll
Are Released

G

Ah Me.

Dear Brain, you

teaser

Of my soul's contentment;
You bearer of my
Heart's resentment.
Forsake me
I need you
Forsake my
Forget your

when
most!

call,
post!

Test time is here--.
Your turn to shine.
But all I get :
A groan; a whine.
What's that you say?
Y ou've done your best?
You only work
With proper rest?

Music Instructors
Attend St. Louis
National Meet
Prof. Clarence R. Haflinger, head of
the Harding College Department of
Music, and Mrs. Florence Jewell, instructor in voice and director of girls'
ensemble groups, were among approximately six hundred members in attendance at the annual meeting of the
National Music Teachers' Association
at tHe Hotel Jefferson in St. Louis
February 27 until March 2.
Every state and most leading colleges
were represented at this meeting by
at least a part of their respective music
faculties, and sevei;al of America's lead·
ing musicians not ~ricing in the edu·
cational field were also among those
present. Among prominent individuals
in the music profession who attended
were Karl W_ Gherkens, Elk Rapids,
Michigan ;Dr. Howard Hanson, of the
Eastman School of Music; D onald M.
Swarthout, Unh(ersity of Kansas; Theodore M. Finney, University of Pittsr
burgh; and Earl V. Moore, · University
of Michigan. Arkansas was .represented by three of her colleges: Harding,
Ouachita and Henderson State Teach·
ers'.
The general purpose of the associa·
ir:ion is to keep the progress of music
in America before the eyes of all college and university proflessors and musicians, so that it may have the effect
of not only creating enthusiasm, but
benefit all concerned by making known
new methods, discoveries, and musical
deV1elopments .
Some of the topics of discussion re·
levant to all music·minded individual$
were: "What of the growing tendency
to increase credit requirements for graduation not only for majors in 'School
Music, but in Applied Music as well?"
"How general is the procedure of allowi ng credit to non-music majors for
(Continued on page three.)

• •

You say you have
To have a chance?
That you don't learn
With just a glance?
You cannot learn
It all one night?
You say I ought
To have foresight?
If skimming's wrong,
And cramming too,
You've put the blame
On me, not you.
My lesson's learned
Right h ere and now;
Next test time comesNow what was that vow?
- Josephine Connell.

Deba ters Attend
Jonesboro Meet
Five Harding debaters attended Ar·
kansas State College at Jonesboro for
an invitational duel meet Wednesday,
March 12th. A non-decision tourna·
ment, in which se\<-'cral 't,eams · from
Harding and Arkansas State participated.
There were a round of debates Wednesday afternoon after whi~h the di;baters were invited to a luncheon spon·
sored by Dr. Plunckett, debate coach
of Arkansas State. Following the lunch·
eon the debaters engaged i ri a round
table discussion.
O nly three of the H arding group
stayed over for the exhibition debate
Wednesday night. They were Bill Harris, 'Sammie Swim and Guthrie Dean.
Swim preached at the Fisher Street
church of Christ.
Arkansas State has accepted an invitation to come to che Harding campus
for a series of debates some time dur·
ing the month of April.
Others making che trip from Harding included Charles Stovall, Bill Hunnicutt, and Emmett Smith, debate coach.

Girls' Sextette
Present Progra,m
The girls' sextette, under the direc·
tion of Mrs. Florence Jewell, was fea·
cured in a chapel program T uesday,
March 11.
•
The program opened with the sex¢t·
te theme, "Look for the Silver Lining"
after which the girls sang "If My Songs
Had Airy Pinions", by Rinaldo Hahn,
Announcing their own nwrlbers, the
girls sang: "Just Like a Gypsy"; "Deep
in My Heart", by Sigmund Romberg;
"When You Wish Upon a Star'', from
Pinocchio; a parody on Chopsticks,
"Let's 'Sing;" and "The Coffee Song".
Assisted by John Mason, tenor, the
girls concluded wich "Make Believe' ',
by J erome Kern, and "Jhe Old Lamp·
lighter'', by Nat Simmons.

The honor roll for the fall term was
rdeased last week. In the upper ten per
ce~t of the senior class were: Charles
Doyle, Lucille Wall, James Kinney,
Robert G rayson, Elliot Williams, Rob·
ert Bell, and Joe Cannon. The upper
twenty-five per cent was represented by
Maryann H azlet, Claudia Russell, Jack
McCorkle, H erbert Lawrence, Robert
Gibson, Charles H uddleston, Therman
Healy, James Ganus, Claudia Pruett,
and Mary Belle Garner.

Winten Term Closes
As Examinations
Begin Today
W ith the close of the winter term
this week, final examinations were begun this afternoon for designated class· ·
es of history and English literature only. Examinations for remaining courses
will be given throughout tomorrow and
Saturday.
Regular classes for the spring term
will begin W ednesday, March 19, following registration on the preceding
day.
A new system for registering the col·
lege students has been formulated and
will be exercised throughout che reg·
istration period Tuesday.
Gathering in the south reception
room of Godden H all Tuesday morning at 7: 30, students will draw num·
bers which will designate che order in
which they are to register later that
day.
Beginning at 8 :00 a. m. and continu.
mg throughout the day, approximately
80 students per hour will pour thro'Ugh
the temporary registraion office tha t
will be set up in the gymnasium.
The new system, expected to enable
the enrolling of the entire student body
in one day, has been arranged to regis·
ier those students holding numbers 1... so
between 8: 00 and , 9: 00, those holding
numbers 80..160 between 9:00 and
10:00, etc.
After entering the gymnasium each
student will pass, in succession, rapidly
from the first of the six registration
tables to the last, where a checker will
permit him to leave the building prov·
ided b i-i; card is stamped "registered" .
At all tables a checker will
posted
who will not allow any student to pass
to the next table until all duties re
quired by the enrollee at that table
have been fulfilled.
The endinl't of the term brings also
the· graduation of nine students.
Acc:iording to the latest reports from
the Dean's office those to be graduated
on March 15, are: Dorothy Ann Smith,
Patricia Lamb, Robert C. Bell, A. C.
Moore, Charles Doyle, Jack McCorkle,
Charles Allen, Mary Adams, and Frank
Ellis.

Upper fifty per cent: Mae Shull, Pat
Lamb, M ildred Lanier, Lois Church,
Lois Hemingway, James Willett, Carnelle Patterson, Robert Gordon, Janet
Rea, James Mccorkle,· Robert Webb,
Helen Summitt, Joe Tipps, Geraldine
Young, Barbara Brown, Fon Durham ,
Doris Joh nson, Rosemary Pledger, Margaret 'Smart.
The Juniors on the honor roll: Upper ten per cent: Alpha Lee Turman,
CJ.ark Stevens, Carl Kitzmiller, G race
Johnson, N elda Chesshir, Robert Kerr,
Ruth Benson, Edna Hodge, Morgan
Buffirigcon. Upper twenty-five per cent:
Wray Bullington, Dale Jorgenson,
Grace Riggs, Louise Roberts, Dorothy
Zazzi, Brodie Crouch, Forest Moyer,
Madge McCluggage, Jessie Faye Jamison, Jesse. Vanhooser, W illiam Fryer.
Upper fifty per cent : Jo O'Neal,
Margaret Clampitt, Lois Jackson, Wendell Watson, Bruce Cooley, Loretta
Smith, Mrs. Mildred Patterson, LaVonne
Darden, Vera Mai Kiinhl, Charles Ed·
wards, Henry Farrar, James Edwards,
Evelyn Coultas, Dixie Dillard, Leland
Waters, Graydon Burge, James Gunselman, William Miller.
Sophomores appearing on the roll
Upper ten p~.c cent : Bettie R ansom,
The "Ouachita Signal" announces
Charles Shaffer, Glenna Fay Grice, N orthat The Arkansas College Press Asso·
ma Rea Forsee, Ralph Mansell , Margie
Alexander, Ruth Wills, Johnnie Nell ciation will hold its annual convention
1 in Conway, April 27 ·28 with Arkansas
Ray, Mabel Perry, Charles Kratz.
Upper rwenty-five per cent: Don State Teachers, Central and Hendrix
Hockaday, Mary Elizabeth Kerr, Paul Colleges acting as tri-hosts.
Clark, Velma Davis, T . M. Hogan,
The announcement of the forthcomMelvin Evans, J ule Miller, Leah Prince, ing convention , followed a business
W . J . Green, c;harles Draper, Olivia meeting held some time ago in Little
Crit~euden, Betty Lou Spruell,
Mary Rock Junior College. This will be the
Mason, Melvin Ganus, Patsy Burch, second convention since the beginning
Gerald Croom, Billye Murphy.
of the war. Last year's meeting was held
Upper fi fty per cent: Sibyl Bennett, in Arkadelphia where Ouachita a nd
Keith Stingers, Norma Doyle, Norman Henderson acted as hosts.
Arkansas' leading newspapers, "The
Starling, John D. Baldwin, Richard
Baggett, Finis Amend, Harold Wilson, Democrat" and "The Gazette", have
Bill Nation, Reagan Yarbrough, Nath· been asked to act as judges for the conan Lamb, Jack Pruett, Charles 'Shovall, test_ Awards include a plaque to be
Imogene Chapman, Eupha Williams, presented to the school whose paper is
Dan Collins, W arren N nuually,
Bill judged best in the state, and cups fo r
Fogg, Bettye O ldham, Frances Smeth- advertising, make-up , and photography.
About 100 students representing 14
ers, Kath ryn J ackson, Billy Robertson,
Charles W illiams, Joe Webb, John colleges will attend che convention io
Summitt, J immie Penni ngto n, Tennie Conway. Those attending will receive
valuable information concerning newsThomas.
Freshman h onor roll - Upper ten paper ':fork by men and judges who
per cent : Phyllis Forsee, Grace Arimura, have devoted their lives to the advan·
James Bobbitt, Marie Murphy, Yaugh- cement of journalism. The prime purnece Bragg, Winnie Bell, Elizabeth pose of the state conventions is to
Beatty, John W . Gill, Irene H all, Burl create and stimulate a desire for hetter
Curtis, Frances Bornschlegel, Mary Jean journalism in colleges.
The number of students who will atr
Godwin, Dale Hesser, Edward Ransom,
Mildred Bell, Charles . R ice, Doris tend from H arding has not yet been
determined.
(C.Cntinu.ed on page four. )

be

Ouachita Announces
ACPA Convention
Date and Plans

•
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How Do You Reason?

PICK-UPS

All too often we confuse the issue in question by not separating
the "symptoms•'from the real condition". A physician immediately
becomes concerned when a yo·,mg patient turns up with sore throat,
a rash, and fevered brow. The fact that he has a sore throat is of
minor importance . It is what that symptom may be indicating which
causes the doctor to become concerned. So it is in life. To point out
the "symptom" is not to accentuate the negative, but merely to use
the illustrations at hand to show the need of "accentuating the positive."
What would you think of a fond mother who ignored sonny's
sore throat and later saw him die of a disease that the minor ailment
was but a symptom of. It stands to reason that in a school where
a student is a personality trying to mold his character according to
the Master Draftsman's specifications, there will be kindness and con·
sideration in the little things - from the five plates per tray situation
to rings around bath tubs. These minor irritations may be unimportant within themselves, but isn't it the little things that tell to those
about us how much like Christ we really are?
It is seldom that we ever do anything so great and noble as to
cause people to gasp and say "That proves the heighth of his ideals"!
It is our day-in and day-out attitude toward our associates that
counts. It is the little things that· make those about us see a trace of
the "Master Draftsman".
-M. R. S.
----<i001----

Make The Most Of It
.. As the waves make towards the pebbled shore,
So do our minutes hasten to their end.
Each changing place with that which went before.''
The great poet-dramatist realized in his day that which we should
try to realize to a fuller extent in our own day. Each minute, as it
passes, is forever gone into the vastness of eternity. It will never again
come our way to be better used - it is gone, yet there is no reason
to lament over that fact, because in so doing we would waste more
precious minutes.

swered with "Barnyard! Which hen do
you want?"

THIS WEEK'S ISSUE OUGHT TO HAVE
column rules in a heary black, to give due solemnity to the
occasion of exa.ajnation· week. Books will be opened this week
· that have never before seen the light of day. We know of one

fl
.~

:Ii
.' ;,.,~c: . ...

hard

workin~ fr~s~

who. inquired of all comers as co . the

wh~r~

-0-

The popular conception of whac college will do for a person is becoming
more exaggarated. The general belief
is chat spending four years in an institution of higher learning qualifies a
person for membership in that select
class - the intelligentsia.
If students would stop and analyze
themselves, they would realize the fallacy therein. The process of becoming
educated never ends, because the educated person knows he has much yet to
learn. He keeps striving for more knowledge.
Holders of college degrees should
understand that the university helps
them to build a solid foundation, but
they alone must construct the rest of
the house. Continuous study and life's
experiences combine co build mental
and moral powers. College is the stimulus which serves to awaken these latent
powers.
- (Texas Christian Skiff).

At Oregon State College
a group ofover 130 girls are
helping care for children of
married oouples attending
Oregon State while parents
attend various enrertainScotl
ments. This child~care program, sponsored by the campus Red
Cross unit, was organized in January
to aid those married couples who find
it almost impossible to get somoone to
care for their children.
The greatest need for girls is on
week-ends, especially Saturday nights.
The children to be cared for are from
two and a half months to four years
of age.

· ~ · '<" abouts of his miss10g history text. Asked when he first nouced

.-,. , 1;·d51 its disappearance, he replied : "Oh, about a _month ago." -scrict-

FOLTZ
ly a case of not wanting studies to interfere with a college education. (Personally, I'm being really congenial co the high school staff. After this
week I will probably be one of "Coach" Mason's proteges as a student in that
department.)

LYCEUM NUMBER WAS EXCELLENT
and all that. Being a Yankee (doughface, really) ourselves, we felt a close personal touch. DR. JOE was the villain who concocted that exploding powder mixture, and THERMAN HEALY had the task of transporting it to the stage.
Carrying the potent mess very gingerly, he tip-toed across the campus in a manner best befitting a second-story expert. It would have been very appropriafu for
him to cake the powder to its assigned place, then stand back, salute, and utter
in his best mellodramatic voice : 'Where's Garcia "

If we grasp each minute as it comes our way and understand the
importance of it, thus utilizing it to the fullest, our livefj will be the
richer for it and we will be happier and more contented as each day
draws its separate shade.
When exams come up and we fail to do as well as we know we
ought, looking back we can see that spme of those precious minutes
would have meant a great deal more to us had we used them differently. But this is a minor case. If we come in contact with those we
should help but are unable to, is it not also because we failed to
utilize some of our time back down the road behind us?
So, as each minute hastens to its end, let us grasp it and use it so
we will be bet ter able to do service to God and to our fdow man-B.C
-----oOo,----

Now We Know

SPEAKING

OF

MESSAGES,

Arkansas State Teachers' chapter of
Alpha Psi Omega, the dramatic fraternity, is sponsoring a one-act play writing contest, which is open co all students in school. The students who are
not members of the organization are
especially invited to submit manuscripts.
The plays submitted may be written
in form prose, blank verse, or rhyme.
-<>Friday and Saturday nights, March 7
and 8, the Bainonian-Athenian play,
"The Barretts of Wimpole Street." was
presented by students of Maryville College, it was announced in the Echo.
-

we .got an anonymous one t'other day. It read ( and we quote ) : "'Dear Dick :
The Bison needs your services. The Bisori should have your services.. The Bison
should not be made to do with our you. We consider your Bisoll work invaluable
to our cause. Don't ever leave the Bison." It was signed "The Editor, David
Lipscomb 'Babbler'." --sounds Like the work of the PETIT JEAN ST Ai'FF.

ON THE SUBJECT OF THE P.

J.,

we feel that some informa.tion on the progress of that fine publication should be
disseminated among the troops. (students, that is) The midnight oil is getting
quite a workout these days. Probably the main retarding factor to the project
is the fact that so many of the staff are accomplishing varying degrees of success
in matrimonial affairs. Mary Belle, Margaret and Johnny lead in this respect.
However, the !P. J. will appear (we all hope) on its May 16th dedication date
amid a blaze of glory.

MAYBE YOU DIDN'T NOTICE IT,
but from where we sat at the lyceum number, it appeared that the Bison trophies
were among he miscellaneous junk that emitted from the hat of the treacherous
Merlin. If this be true, that was one beautiful piece of doing on the part of
those concerned. Sheer genius. Just shows how people can get riled up over
really nothing - V ANDALlSM ! ! ! Ha ! ! !

AN OPEN PARAGRAPH TOT. THOMPSON:

Publicity, publicity,and more publicity! The world is being suck· Dear Tommy : Your oome on the football memorial stadium controversy was timeed under a little more with every passing day. We are continually ly, but leaves room for more facts on the "agin' it side." ( 1) That the $800,000
stadium could repay for itself in a "few successful seasons" doesn't jive with my
"taken in" by some publicity stunt or bit of secret advertisement.
Last week an editorial and the question of the week were devoted slide rule. With a capacity of 30,000 fans, used three times a year, it can't be
to the recovery of the "lost" Bison trophies. Truly, they were taken done in any less than 15 years. Anybody who can show otherwise should be a
but not stolen for the editQr knew where they were all of the time. valuable asset as an economist in a government bureau. (they deal in that type
If you remember or if you noticed the incident during the excitement, of money-logic). (2) That $800,000 would go a long way towards a memorial
the trophies fell out of Merlin's cloak when Launcelot executed that hospit~l - which is m~ch needed. And - they're in business 365 days a year.
beautiful flying tackle.
WINTER WONDf!RLAND, AND ALL
The trophies were taken to arouse curiosity on the part of the that sore of bosh. The snow fell, and wuz real purdy w~ile it lasted . Snowballs
student body as to the location of the cherished evidences of dis-- all over the place.
le doesn't look as though spring is ever going to hit the
tinction.
. . i i J:,;il Harding campus. "Spring will be a. little late this year", as the song goes.
At present the trophies scarcely noticed, are resting peacefully u;
piled by the Joint Committee on Armythe Bison office. They have served their purpose. Therefore, let us
Navy Chaplains, which includes divers .
rest assured that "Vandalism" has not had a rebirth and that the
philosophies and creeds from Catholitired old Greek sage may sit down and rest and blow out his lantern,
cism and Protestantism to Judaism. Tyfor there are plenty of honest men here.
pical of each division in the all-in-

-J. D( T.

Question of The Week
WHY DO YOU THINK RICHARD Bison. - a plug for the Bison, that is." .
WON'T OPEN THE DOOR?
Melvin Ganus: "He's snoring so
Keith Thompson: " 'Cause he's sci!l loud he can't hear him callin'." (We'll
working on his term paper."
have to give that Melvon guy credit for
Bob Hare: "He can't find the door dishing out intellectual answers.)
knob."
Paul Clark's statement to the press.
Richard Taylor: "I didn't want to "ATTENTION : Sue Hogg told me to
let the cold air in."
say he just didn't want to--'"that" is
Don Engle: "Goldman's been talking all I have to say to the press today.
to him."
BA!!"
Robert Riggs: 'TU betcha Richard
Edith Chastain : "I guess Bill Harris
hasn't got home yet."
is right - by the way, what did he
Elizabeth Franklin: "He's just too say?"
tired, I g_uess."
Nadine Young - blinked her eyes
Morgan Buffington: "How can he and grinned - she was asked just beopen one of these Harding doors?''
fore - the play so she wasn't exactly
Neva Jim Chesshir: "Maybe he' 5 got responsible - stage nerves, you know.
company."
Dorothy Smith: "I guess he just didKelly Doyle: "'He was a 4-F all dur- n't he-ah him - I guess."
ing the war, so he can't open the door
(Columnist's Note: For columns
now."
like this one the Bison takes no credit
Marilyn McCluggage: "'Because Rich(or discredit) because YOU, the Bison
ard's roommate is out with Madge."
public (hooked into that one you were)
Al Morris: "Must be reading the make it yourself.)

"The good man out of the good
treasure of his heart bringeth forth that
which is good; and .the evil man out of
the evil treasure bringeth forth that
which is evil: for out of the abundance
of the heart his mouth speaketh."
• All through the ages, the songs which
have been on the lips of men have been
indicative of their thoughts and aspirations. Probably the most outstanding
scriptural example of this in early Biblical times is the song of Moses ( sung
by the Hebrew· children after Phar0ah
a_n d _his army had been ei:igulfed in the
sea and Jehovah had effected a mighty
deliverance of His people: "I will sing
unto Jehovah, for he hath triumphed
gloriously; the horse and his rider hath
he thrown into the sea." (Ex. 15:1) .
But when people quit following God,
their songs continued though in an inevicably different vein of thought.
Some of the weird chants of heathenism survive even today in certain countries which have not been evangelized
to any appreciable extent, and one of
the best contemporary manifestations of
diversities in religious thought and worship is the Army-Navy Hxmna.I. com·

clusive hymnal is the Catholic "Mother
Dear, 0 Pray for Me," the mighty Luth
eran chorale, "A Mighty Fortress," and
the uaditional Jewish "Sh'ma Yisroay."
Music historians suggest that some of
the earliest singing might have been a
mother crooning to her babe, a primitive farmer chanting his rhythmical
work song, and music of equal simplicity closely related to life. We som~
times feel thac the world pays no attention to our message, be it spoken or intoned. But if they do not, it muse be because we have only allowed our words
i_n worship to be merely read and not
sung with vitality, as though we were
filled with the spirit of that which we
are professing in song.
The words of songs have always
been meaningful to human beings, and
as they have been adapted sincerely to
different aspects of life, so should our
singing be sincere as we lift our voices
to God. As we raise our songs in
a sincere and meaningful manner to
Him, the world will hear and understand our message, and many may learn
of His simple message in just this way.
Do we really sing with the 'spirit and
rhe uoderat.andini?"

--a-

A woman's place can be anY't'here,
even playing hockey against the local
males. That was the siruation at Shippensburg (Pa.) College recently when
the oollege women's hockey team battled
it out with their masculine opponents.
The score : 1-0 in favor of the fems.

0--

At Park College last Thursday was
set aside for field trips to various places
and activities of interests in the Kansas City area. Some of the tours include a trip for physchology majors to
~e Menninger Clinic in Topeka, a trip
to the historical sites in the Kansas
City area, a tour of Municipal and Fed~
eral courts, a trip through the police
department, through the Midwest Research Institute, co the Donnelly Garment and Lee Mercantile Companies,
and to Nelson Arc Gallery, and industrial chemistry planes. Classes were dismissed, and buses chartered to accommodate those wishing to go.
-<>I sneezed a sneeze into the air,
It fell to earth I know not where,
But hard and cold were the looks of
those
Who stood in the vicinity where I
snoze.

-WWC Collegian -.
-<>-At Arkansas State Teachers College
a character named Joyc;e writes a column called 'On the Campus". The beginning paragraph o fher last week's
column goes something like this. Incidentally, Bernard is the g irl's dorm.
""Someone, happily anonymous, answeted the telephone at Bernard this
week with "Heaven's rest - which angel do you wish to speak to? " The
quip fell flat, the other end of the line
being not a dating boy, but a Conway
matron calling on business. Mrs. Reynolds didn't like it too well, but had
to admit it was better than one line
tried previously, when the phone an·

t>••···-----1
Io~ !he c~~u~.

In Alice, Texas we
find Engel Lee Awtrey
teaching school. Engel
Lee, graduated last year
with a major in home
economics. She was a
member of the Arkan·
sas club.
--0-

Smitb
Mrs. H. L. Wates
teaches in Hugh Goodwin School in El
Dorado, Arkansas. While here in school
last year Mrs. Watts~ the former Inez
Hall, was a member of the W. H. C.
club.
-0--

Mr. and Mrs. Mowrer are in Kansas
where he is in the army and stationed
at Fore Riley. Mrs. Mo.wrer, the former
Betty Rhodes, attended Harding last
year and was a member of the Ju Go
Ju club. They plan to return here next
year.
• -o-Miss 'Sue Windsor is working in Little Rock, at the present time. While
here on the campus in the fall term of
this present school year she was a member of the GATA club.
--0-

In Lurritty, Texas we find Mr. and
Mrs. Worley Ferguson, where he is
preaching. In school here in 1945, he
was a member of the Arkansas club and
a student preacher.
--<>-Miss Helen Waller is working in the
Little Rock Tent and Awning Company
as a stenographer. Miss Waller attended Harding in 1940.
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Construction Of
Three Buildings
Is Underway

Silhouette on a Thumbnail
By Nathan Lamb

The dormitory" now in construction
will be approximately thirty by one
hundred sixty-five feet in floor dimensions with a twelve-foot porch on each
end. 'Started t~ first of the year, this ·
strucrure and another like ic, which
will be located about fifty feet east and
south of the athletic field are expected
to be finished by September when the
fall term opens. Each will have about
thirty-six rooms, furnishing quarters for
some one hundred and seventy-five
boys. Twelve men are now engaged in
putting up the frami!work for walls
and partitions of the first floor. When
completed, the dormitories will be twostory structures of gray asbescos shingling.
Replacing the old boiler room will

be a new one containing three automatic boilers. A fourth base bas been
built, providing a place for another
boiler if it should be needed. Foundations and footings are completed on
this building, which is about eighty by
seventy feet in length and width.
Nearest completion of the three is
the new shower room being constructed
adjacent to the college gymnasium.
The · base of the walls has been put up
in tile. Work on the roof, now in progress, is expected to be fin ished chis
week. After the roof is finished, the
walls will be stuccoed on the outside
and plastered on the interior. There
will be about six showers and lockers.
The western portion is to serve as a

Keith Thompson
Keith Thompson is an Englishman.
He arrived in London February 20,
1929, and stayed until war was imminent in 1938. Sinee then he has lived
in Canada. These two facts are, in themselves, no earth-shaking statements. And
acoording to Keith, not much more than
that has happened to him. Like most
Englishmen he is reticent, very matter•
of-fact. Getting information from him
was like pulling teeth. To my direct
questions I received direct answers,
with no elaborations.
storeroom for athletic equipment. It
will be completed this month.
Material for the new buildings was
obtained from the Jacksonville Ordnance Plant in Jacksonville, Ark.

The general plan of this colwnn has
heretofore been evident. From a general picture of some person's life I select
an outstanding event and blow it up
much as a photographer enlarges a portion of a negative. This time I must
play it a bit different ... there is no
specific event to pounce upon ... this
time I must paint a general picture with
an intangible as the motif.
With a few brush strokes the background is filled in ... normal childhood,
filled with sports and things English ..
.. boating on the Thames, cricket games
... pets he owned, tea at two ... and
four. And now, a large object swells
out on the canvas. Keith sang in the
choir for the Church of England. He

--------.-.------1
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(Continued from page one.
work qon; in the larger performing
groups such as band, orchestra, chorus.
1.:rc.?"
Other phases of music introduced in
the discussions were : "Music in ~Tui;r
rapy;" "Organ and Choral Music;"
"Pan American Music"; "Audio Visual
Aid to Music Education"; "Theory and
Composition";
"Successful
Recital
Plans": and "Definite Teaching Problems''. Forum meetings in piano, voice,
stringed instruments, theory and composition, and school music were also
conducted by specialists who are members of the Association.

Then Chance stepped in when Keith
was invited to a Sunday school picnic.
He went, and enjoyed it, and when
next Sunday rolled around he went to
repay the favor. He liked the kids he
associated with, so he kept on going.
A few Sundays later .h e was baptized
into the church of Christ~ and whether
or not he knew it, then he had hit upon his life's work.
For the next few years Keith attended Omagh Bible School in Ontario
. where he became acquainted with Joe
Cannon, Olive and Art Peddle. These
people warmed his interest in a place
named Harding, so much so that he
came down to enroll a5 a ministerial
student preparing for a lifetime work
in spree.ding the gospel.
He may not l_lave much to say, and
he may be English; but remember the
Bulldog qualities of the English, and
watch this boy. He means business!

Several romplimentacy concerts were
given during the week, including one
by the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra,
under the baton of Vladimir Golsch-

mann; the St. Louis A Cappella Choir,
directed by Dr. William B. Heyne; the
"Celestial Choimers", St. Louis colored
choir under the directio,n of Spencer
Tows; and ~veral instrumental and
vocal solos by various artists. A program was given by the University of
Missouri string quartet.
rteatured also were several modern
compositions, some of them composed
by delegate members of the Association.
One of these compositions was a new
sonata for violin and piano by John
Kessler, first violinist of the St. Louis
Symphony Orchestra.
These meetings are conducted each
year, and have been proved to be very
efficient in their purpose of imparting
to professors and i!lstructors in music
of colleges and universities, those prin·
ciple5 which enable musicians to keep
up with contemporary affa!rs in their

l

profess~on.
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THE THOMPSON HATCHERY & THE THOMPSON CC.

U. S

11

--iproved , R.0.P. Enriched Baby Chicks , Since 1927

We - -- 1 poultry, eggs, hides, fur, etc., operate modern pecan shelling plant
H. M. Thompson and M. 0. Thompson
Phone 156, Searcy, Arr._

E'1ery home needs a copy of Hurlburt's Story of the Bible for the child·
ren. Order your copy from the College
Book Store today.

BEAN RY
MODERN BEAUTY SHOP
Nannie Lee Shoffner-Lila Williams
Margaret Bevill - Mary Shewmake
Phone 449

YOU WILL LIKE OUR PRICES AS
WELL AS OUR FOOD

,.
Compliments of -

i

White Coul'.ltY
Equipment Company

Dai~-J

H'S

Music Instructors

received a small fee for each Sunday's
work. Then comes a transition.al color
to indicate war's imminence and a trip
to Canada. Here the motif emerges and
rhe outline of the central figure of the
picture comes to the fore, for it was in
Canada that Keith Thompson made his
decision concerning his life work.
The commercialized religion o~ the
Church of £nglanel had amazed him
and now he sought something more solid spiritually. He turned to the ·united
Church of Canada for a short time;
long enough_ to see that it offered no
more than the Church of England.

Three of che four proposed building
addition5 for the Harding campus are
now in che process of construction. Included in the new program are two
dormitories, a new boiler room, and a
shower and locker room. Construction
work has begun on all with the exception of one dormitory.

\
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''Tough. Even Whistler's Mother
couldn't get in here . to buy a Bound
Volume now that the March 15th dead,.
line is past. Tough."

c HA PEL ETT Es
1n I H
ear Ye' Knockin'
~=·=====By=B=rod=ie=cr=ou=ch====~ll Butcha' Can't ComeIn

111

•

MARCH 4-

The Bible to them has become merely
a source of good literature, and in one
instance it has become a "book of the
month".

Seizing the timely opportunity afforded by approaching examinations.
Dean Sears gave some valuable pointers
Modernism has sprung from the philon "How to 'Study".
'There are too many of us, Sears stat- osophy of Immanuel Kant, the teached who are like the fellow who was ing of Charles Darwin, ~nd the psychoasked if he were a student, and who logy of Sigmond Freud. It is in opposition to the opposice extreme - Calreplied, "No, I only go to coll~e."
The greatest single factor in success- c101sm and Catholicism, and possibly
ful application to srudy is to develop was aided in its growth by opposition
the power of concentration, he stressed. to these rigid creeds.
The doctrines of modernism have
That means that distractions must be
wormed their way into our largest coleliminated whether it be a favori3e
radio program or a best girl's picture. leges, uqiversities and churches, BrewThe efficient student has a tirJle for . er declared. It is robbing people of
study and another time for entertain- God, and substituting in His place a
philosophy based upon sexuality and
ment.
emotion.
"We are going ro have to wake up" .
Brewer declared in conclusion, "or we
shall find no solution to such problems
as juvenile delinquency and divorce.
Our churches will be supported by tradition and dead "creeds".

MARCH 5The Harding men's quartet composed of Bill Nations, first tenor, Robert
Riggs, second tenor, James Willet, baritone, and Paul Clark, bass, presented
musical programs in both sections of
chapel. They were introduced by Mrs.
Florence Jewell and were accompanied
by Madge McCluggage at the piano.
Details of the program will be
found elsewhere in this issue.

MARCH 8The movie of the week was 'That
Fellow Joe."
Portraying an ideal sort of Americanism, the film gave a glimpse of Joe
Karnak, a foreigner who came to America and remained to love it. The
climax of the film was the dinner given
in his honor where he gave thanks for
America - her free labor, free enterprise, free suffrage, free press, and freedom of religion.

--0--

MARCH 6 AND 7G. C. Brewer gave over two chapel
periods this week to the refuting of the
principles of "Modernism" which he
termed fatalism in religion. It denies
the virgin birth of Christ his miracles,
and the resurrection from the dead.

·s MITH'

S

SHOE

He was a little man with a sad face.
His forehead. was furrowed and his
voice ..:...as fraught with . pain. Large
tears roll~ out from his eyes, traveled
do~n his ·ch~ks, and plop-ploped off
his chin onto his coat. With trembling
phalanges he began -once more to
knock .. ·.
"Aw; come on, be a pal .
Silence.
"Richard!"
More silence.
"RICHARD! For Pete's sake.Lemm1~·
in, Richard!"
"Were you calling someone, friend?"
"Ah, (joyfully) at last you've come.
Quick! Open the door."
"Are you kidding?"
"What do you want me to say?
Please? Pretty Please? Open the door."
"This is beginning to bore me."
"Look, Richard, what's the rub?
You're my pal, my buddy, my chum,
my compatriot .
. aren't you?"
"Sure."
'Well . . :·
"Well, what?"
"OPEN THE DOOR!"
"Not so loud, You'll disturb everybody."
"I don't care. I'll yell. I'LL
'SCREAM."
"Okay."
"RICHARD, OPEN THAT DOOR!"
. "No violence, please. I assure you ifs
an impossibility."
"Why? WHY? Please .. . PLEASE!
RICHARD, PLEASE!"
"Go away. (yawn) ... '
'TU go nuts - Nuts! -NUTS!"
"Very well."
"Eeeeeooooowwww! (collaspes)"

SCIENCE HAS FOR YOU-

A new type camera that delivers a
finished print in a minute. The camera
itself is orthodox, the secret being the
attachment on the back which can be
adapted to any camera in various sizes.
A tiny sealed container of ~eveloping
chemicals does the crick. This invention
should prove to be a boon to the average picture-soaper, but it will be a
blow to the photo developing studios.

Names Of Students
(Continued from page one.
Straughn, Robert Perolman, Lavina
Johnson, Conrad Mistle.
Mary K. Hollingsworth, Fung 'Seen
Wong, Nannie R. Mitchen, Sue Hogg,
Betty Jean Cureton, Ruth Bornschlegel,
Joyce Quint, Betty Nell McRea, Ruth
King, Paxson Gordon, 'Beth Jones, Ao,n
Carter, Eddie Baggett, Robert Kelsoe,
Marianne Hestir, Neva Jim Chesshir,
Margaret Chaffin.
Upper twenty-five per cent: William
Simpson, Winfred Phillips, James Mas.on, Wilda Shaffer, Sibyl Hibbard, Betty Harper, Kerry Wyche, ~rol Anderson, Alvin Moudy, · Milton Lemons,
Gordon Anderson, Thomas Walkup,
Billy Petty, Pearle Machan, Francille
Keith, Ruth Williams,
Gwendolyn Futrell. Lois Benson,
Doyle Evans, Georgene Meyer, Robert
Batson, Alfred Goldman, Helen Sti111nett Velma Ruth Turman, Nadine
Yo~ng, Andy Thatcher, Greeta Shew-

•. • • • - ~MPLIMENTS

ST 0 RE
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SHOE POLISH - Use Renew - Make Old Shoes New
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J. D. Phillips & Son
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maker, Harold Jackson, LaVerne ~eved . Mary Bagge):t, Robert Riggs, Gwendoge, Reba Simons, Richard Voyles, Wil- lyn Davis, Darlene Kimbrough, Walter
liam Alfred Morris, Dorothy Welsh,
Clark, Norma Lou Sanderson, James
Juanita Floyd, Wilford Brisendine, LuMlller, Richard Foltz~ Harold Griffin,
dene Slarton, Mary Alice Cranford .
Harry Clark, Durwood Chesshir, Frances Hall, Lloyd Fullington, Patsy
Elaine Wythe, Walter King, Loren Ballenger, Keith Thompson, Clara
Word, Betty Erwin, Mary Gore Dud· Haddock, Lambert Wallace, William
ney, William Bradley, Eu~ene Prince, Wright, William Hunnicutt, Gladys
' Willis Cheatham, Synotte Wideman, Blevins, Louis Windsor, Winddl KimJohn Bolden, Ralph Younger, Maridell brough.
McCullough, Eugene Pound, John ButMalcom Kelly, Edward Cade, Jack
er;
Chaffin, Frances Smith, Kathryn YingUpper fifty per cent: Paul Williams,
ling, Charlene Dodd, Maxine Justiss,
Homer Horsman, Marilyn Hawley,
Jimmie Atkinson, Isaiah Hall, Theodore
Johnny Clark, Doris Gibson, Eugene
Farmer, Charles Bridgeman, Mary
Catterton, Nedra Jo Olbr.icht, Douglas
Ellen Waters, Edith Chastain, Russell
LaCourse, Pat Mansur, Fayrene Im·
Johnson, 'Sadie Campbell, Adilene
boden, Edwin Stubblefield, Mildred
Boles, James Pitts, Charles Elihu, Sam
·Horne, Tommie Jean Hulett, Mary
McKee and Hollis Elliott.
Catherine Williams,
William Sturm,
Pauline Williams Max Mowrer John
Blevins, Ethel White, William Minick,
Blanche Tranum, John Powell, Antonia
Spiro, Jane Neal, Wendell Bennett,
Mary Jo 'Summitt, Thomas Reed.
BEAUTY S:ijOP
Georgia Smith, Dawn Dyer, Mary
PHONE 344
Lou Patterson, Leo Campbell, Richard
Smith, Robert Adams, Glen Buchanan,
Calvin Showalter, Jay Newman, Ruth
Nelda Cummings, Roger W. Hawley,
Roy Harris, Tommy Thompson, Robert
Hare, Marilyn McCluggage, Joyce Smith
W. B. Clark, Rose Kathryn Reichardt,
BARBER SHOP
Dora Geer, William Handy, Joanne
t
Come
Over and See Us
Anderson,
Kenneth Elder, Roberta Jean Cohea,

• ·1

Compliments of

~-~..-.:-------------~---.--
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We don't feature Juliet
because
OUR SPECIALTY IS GOOD FOOD
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Arnold
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Office At Roberson's Rendezvous

HARDING---- ~
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Just the ticket for going places are the
trimly styled1 easy-to-wear Trim Treds
we picked for you this season. Gay
colors, soft leathers, heels just
the right height, plain types
and sparkling styles.

ALWAYS WELCOME

-at-

Security Bank

The Ideal Shop

"A Friendly Institution"

i____________________J
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Wh.tte, Annette Williams; Jimmy Pitts,
Avi. Caldwell; Bill Petty, Claudia Pruett; Allwyn G. Hart, Marilyn McCluggage; J. Howard Ewing, Aloah Crim;
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hart;
Jack Pruett, LaVera Novak; Garn.er
Gross, Frieda Herndon; Marion Hickingbottom, Jewell Holcomb; Douglas
I.a\ou1se, Thelma Brannan; Theodore
farmer, Lois Benson; Mr. and Mrs.
Virgil Simmons; Charles Edwards, Bil·
lye Murphy; Paul Martin, Tommie Jean
Hulett.

Cavaliers Entertain
Gaurs And Guests
At Final Function

Amidst the popping of flash bulbs
and the boogie beat of Bill Laas' Cavalier band, GAURS and their guests rang
the curtain down on the winter term's
social activities in the banquet hall of
the Rendezvous Saturday night.
Featuring an absent "LUKE the
SPOOK" and an ebullient "ROSCOE
RASPUTIN" (trumpet wizard), the
festivities got off to a rollicking start.
LUKE sent a cablegram from his winter retreat explaining his absence, while
Misses Maxine and Margtierite O' the other star of the show, RO'SCOE,
Banion
. spent the weekend at their
demonstrated his musical ability by
home in Swifton. They were accompanripping off "Darktown Strutter; Ball"
ied by Wray Bullington, who was their
on his hot trumpet. Between the chickp.uest.
en and dessert were sandwished rare
--<>boogie-beats on the eighty-and eight by
Robert Root of Detroit, Michigan,
a local Negro virtuoso, who was later
. was the guest of Mildred Lanier during
joined in his act by a slow-but-rhythmicthe week.
footed tap dancer.
-0-Tables were set up in cabaret style,
Hi.r('ld
Jack~on, Rex Tillman, Lester
with informality the keynote of the
banquet. Table-hopping and friendliness Perrin , Johnnie dark, Willis Oieatham and Paul Wisenbaker were among
predominated the evening's festivities.
The club's colors were used on place- thv&e who attended the championship
games of the District No. 3 basketball
cards, and a n•1ge d"'·"'ing of LUKE
tournament in Beebe Saturday night.
peekd out of a mi rt ~r.
-0-Those present rnr\uded Mt. and Mrs.
Mrs.
L.D
.
Gorden
of Memphis was
Neil B. Cope, dul.i sponsor~. Rob"'rt C.
Bell, Golden Y)uo3; Oliver Moytr, the weekend guest of EvLynn Goodrum.
--0Betty Blair; Keith Steigers, Ruth Ben·
0. R. Perkins of Allen, Oklahoma,
son; Tom Lavander, Elsie Norton; Mr.
and Mrs. Nathan Lamb; Bill Fogg, Bet- was a cam~us visitor last week. 0. R.
is a former student.
ty Nicks; Stewart Tranum, Mary Mason;
--0Bob Perolman, Mary Adams, Graydon
Clinton
Elliott,
a former student now
Burge, Fayetta Coleman; Ralph Denham, Margaret Smart; John Butler, working with the church of Christ in
Elizabeth Ware; Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Fort Wayne, Indiana, was a campus
visitor during the week.
G. Hawkins; Mr. and Mrs. Charles
-0-Huddleston;
Doris Johnson went to her home in
Mr. and Mrs. Walter King; Louis
Windsor, Blanche Tranum; Dee Green, East Prairie, Missouri, for the weekend'.
--0Loretta Smith; Al Goldman, Doris GibBill 0'.Neal, Jessie Vanhooser, and
son; Mack Guthrie, Elaine Wythe;
Gerald Sams, Edith Kiihnl; Joe Barton , Don Engle spent the weekend at Bill's
home in Hugo, Oklahoma.
I avina Johnson; B. J. Cochran, Lois
Church; Wesley 'Smith, Pat Sellers; Paul

~ Training S-chool News ~

companist of the girl's sextette, and is
a member of small chorus and the
dramatic club.
Mr. Root is at th.e present doing office work in Houston. He attended th.e
University of Chicago.
Plans for the wedding are indefinite.

Club Notes
LAMBDA SIGMA
Jesse Venhooser was elected · to sue;.
ceed Joe Cannon as president of the
Lambda Sigma social club at a meeting
held for the election of new dub officers Monday night.
The club chose Carl Kiwniller to f lll
the office of vice president which Vanhooser had held preceding the election.
Jule Miller was re-elerted secretary
for the club.

-0-

Highlight of the week in the training school was a program of songs giv·
en at their chapel period March 8 "The
Green Eyed Dragon" seemed to be especially enjoyed oy many of the students.

Herren, M.:Co·rkle

--0-

At the regular meeting of the Sub
T-16 Club Monday, Nor~n Starling
was elected to serve as skipper for the
coming year. Starling is now a sophomore. It is a tradition of the club to
elect a skipper at the beginning of each
spring quarter. He assumes this pohition at the initial meeting of the new
term and serves through the first two
quarters of the following school year.
Starling takes the place of Therman
Healy, who has been promoted to the
rank of admiral.

ant.

The engagement was announced at
Harding Friday evening, March 7, during the mail hour when friends of the
couple received English walnut shells
gayly tied with white ribbons which encased the engagement message.
No definite date has been set for the ·
wedding.

Engagemen tS,
Lanier -- Root ·
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Lanier of Houston, Texas, announce the engagement
of their daughter, Mildred, to Robert
Root, nephew of Mr. and Mrs. T. H.
Becker of Detroit, Michigan.
Miss Lanier, who is a senior, is majoring in voice. She is a member of the
Tofebt social club, Alpha Psi Omega,
and serves as assistant director and ac-

I

The P. T. A. sponsored pie supper
provided a fe:w cents over $75.00 to be
used in the installation of light fixtures in the training school. Entertainment for the program was provided by
Andy T. Ritchie and Jule Miller. Joe
Webb served as auctioneer.
-oThe "Hatresee Corpo~tion" goes into its second week as a live organization. The board of directors have met
and supplies ordered. The typical cor.poration is a project of the eighth grade.
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W ekome, Harding Students, To

Quaint Beauty Shop

Bradley's Barber Shop

OPEN TUESDAY - SATURDAY

-A fhop that trie1 lo be Christilln-West Market Street
Bradley
Cato

(>HONE 440

' ...
ECONOMY

OF NEW JERSEY

STOTT'S
DRUGSTORE

MARKE

..., ~

•

DELUXE
BARBER SHOP
Your Patronage Highly Appreciated

l S. A. Coffey - 0 . A. West
1. •• ••• •~ .E~ -~~~ • • • • • - '

106 E. Market· Phone No. 8

Robert Milton Richardson
Harrell Lilly
Nathan D. Je.ckson
Opal Hadqock
Joe Griffin
Marie Thornton
Prances Hali
Lewis Yingling
Wendell Bennett

Having completed their reading books
sev .:!nth and eighth grade students are
apf 'ying themselves diligently to a
new art project. The seventh grade is
illustrating transportation changes since

COMPANY I. .L-t --S-TA_N_D,_A_R_D_O
...

........... ....

Happy Birtflday!
Rex Wester field

-0-

COMPUMENTS OF-

l

Third and fourth gra~~ hfive r~
ceived new science books and are currently in.rerested in a study of plant
life. In music work they ·have learned
a number of new songs.

--0--

Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Herren of Sr.
Louis, Missouri, announce the engage·
ment and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Madalon Rose, to J ack Warren McCorkle, son of Mr. and Mrs. ].
T. McCorkle, Sr., of Saratoga, Arkansas.
Madalon is a mt!mber of the sophomore class, and the Phi Delta social
club. She was a member of the health
and glee dubs during ·45. '46.
Jack is a pre-dental student and will
be graduated at the close of tlie winter
term this week. Following his gradua·
tion at Harding, he plans to attend
Baylor Dental College in Waco, Texas.
. He is a member of the Koinonia social
club, and is a biology laboratory assist-

SUB T-16 .

the civil war, while the eighth graders
are working overtime ro protray ways
of making a liv4ig.

. For

--o--

STAPLE AND FANCY

PRESCRIPTIONS

FOOD

PHONE 33

···········--········-·

l
WESTERN
·······················1

!

AUTO

I Mayfair

l_______.

STORE

]. C. JAMES, JR., Mgr
Phone No. 30

MAKE• OUR STORE
YOUR
HEADQUARTERS

......
t

PARK AVENUE
GROCERY

.

HANDY -

B. B. BENTON'S
BUSY BEE BARBER SHOP
Haircuts 40c Shaves 25c

l

"With or Without Conversation"
••• a a

I

W •

•

••

a • a• • a a • a

I

STERLIN~'S
5c & lOc

Ju~..

S~~~~_J

Smith-Vaughan Mercantile
Company

HELPFUL

"TVhite County's Fastest Growing Store"

off the Campus

•

.

GEORGE BELL
MOTOR COMPANY

MOBILGAS
MOBILOIL
Let Thw Garage Serve Yotl
-for-

"Better Service To All ls Our Goal"

HARDING STUDENTS ESPECIALLY
WELCOME. TO-

Robertson's Drug Store

Coffee Bar Eat Shop

---oOo-

(Back of Plaza Theatre)

-GIFTS-DRUGS-ANTIQUES-

-Drinks
-Pies

-Sandwiches
-Chili

TELEPHONE 112

1

WHITEHOUSE
CAFE
----o----

Meals - - Short Orders
...

----o~---

"A PLACE WHERE YOU CAN COME
KNOWING YOU WILL BE WELCOME"

Largest Store in Searcy j
LADIES'-· Hats
Coats
-Dresses
-Shoes

i

Brmg Your Laundry and Dry Cleaning
(

TO
MEN'S-Ha ts
-Shirts
-Suits
-Shoes

Robbins-Sanford
Mercantile Com(>anr
I

Harding .College Laundry
and

I

··--.. . . ..----4~-------------.......--------.-------~........ -· ....
•

Let us do your dirty work!

Dry Cleaning Plant

Ii .
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Intramural Softball Will
Begin T esday Afternoon
· Play in the intramural softball lea-

Smart Is Tops
In Badminton

gue will get underway next week, Coach
Pinky

Berryhill announced yesterday.

Some eighty

boys have signed up for
make approximately

play,

enough

to

eight

teams .

It is undecided as yet

Margaret Smart won her second intramural sports iournament last week
when she defeated Doris Rice in the
finals of the annual badminton tourney.
She captured first place in the girls'
table tennis playoffs recently.

whether the reams 'Yill be divided up
ia"to two leagues similar to the basketball program or run in only one league.
Points allowed for entering play plus
points for final team standings and allstar selections will count in the individual race for athletic jackets, Berryhill
Stated.
Although no schedule has been 4efioitely set as yet, coach Berryhill said
that softball may be booked every day
for a few weeks to insure that the
tournament will be finished by the first
of May, the end of the 1946-47 intrao;mra.l p rogram.

Smart won her way into the finals
by defeating Frances 'Smethers, Virginia
Terry, Greeta Shewmaker, and Joyce
Quint. Rice eliminated Darlene Kim-

Baseball, expected to be started at the
same time as softball, will have to remain in the background for a oouple of
weeks at least. No points will be allow
. ed for baseball, since it would be im. pr actical to run a tournament off by
the deadline for the intramural program. However, on de baseball is started
it will run on through the spring term
and intO the summer quarter.

Coy Campbell Leads
Boys lntramurals In
Race For Jackets

-<>Eight years ago todayJunior "Tige" Carroll, freshman
Bison guard from Viola, was named on the Arkansas Democrat's AllState squad, the first time in the
history of Harding College tha t a
member of the basketball tram was
placed on that mythical five.

est ten are Colis Campbell, 105, Doug
Lawyer, 103, Jimmie Miller, 101, Har>old Jackson, 94, Herbert Lawrence and
Arvi n Edwards, 91 and Jimmie Ganus,

Six years ago todayRaymond Lawyer won the cross
country run in the Annual Track
and Field Day. His time was 11
minutes and 55 seconds.
-0-

"Where you find what you like to eat"

Two years ago todayAl Stroop won the ~ badminton
championship, defeating Jesse Vanhooser in two straight games, 15-11
and 15-9.

'

Using a one-handed push shot, Beck
had his left arm working almost automatically as he made good one skein
of 38. Added to that was 9 in a row
in practice just prior to starting for
record, giving him 47 consecutive
throws through the hoop. Parker fell
to 40, one less than the figure he and
Beck had finished with while ending
in a tie for first place.
Beck, a physical education major,
earned eight letters in four sports while
in high school. He captained the footr
ball and basketball teams his senior
year, as well as lettering in track and
baseball. H e was a three-year letterman in football and basketball
No available records in the gym or
Bison office revealed any mark close to
Beck's forty-seven out of fifty. It is true
that during the tenure of intercollegiate
basketball at Harding several players
were able to better the 47-50 score, but
no intramural record even comes d ose.

.A total of fifty-two boys entered the
tournament this year. The highest ten
are listed below.

...

M.

M.

I Cecil Beck, 47.
2. George Parker, 41.
3. George Reagan, 38.
4. Coy Campbell, 3 7
5. Dale Johnson, 36.
6. Doug Lawyer, 35 .
7. Bill Simpson, 34.
8. Charles Draper, 32.
9. Joe Barton, 31.
10. Norman Starling, 31.

Man Shortage
After the word had circulated about the Notre Dame campus that
Bob Feller had signed for $90,000
this season and that Ted Williams
was to receive $75,000, the baseball
ooach, on the first day of practice,
found himself surrounded by 32 3
pitchers and 175 lefo.fielders.

Should a student have forgotten who
his educational advisor is he should inquire at the office of the dean for it.

P H ELPS
SHOE SHOP
Shoes R<' paired While
You Wait

I
I

li=======:.t

GARRISON

Phone 225'

l

•••

24~ HOUR

SER VICE

i
i

'

I

Compliments of
SEARCY ICE AND
COAL COMPANY
Phone 555

l

I

JAMES L. FIGG
LICENSED
OPTOMETRIST

l

PH ONE 213
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Eyes Tested-Glasses Fitted
--o-Sea:-cy, Arkansas

ACROSS FROM THE RENDEZVOUS
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good help in studying religious
Ready Answers to Reli-

gious Questions by A. C. Williams and
is now in stock at

the College Book Store. Order today.

SE~!~~~LS~J;~N

Cecil Beck, an easy-going and likeable freshman from Cherry Tree, Pennsylvania, set a new Harding intramural free throw record Friday afternoon in
a playoff with George Parker for first
place in the tournament just completed
with a ootal of 47 out of a possible 50.

i

Grocery and Market

Four years ago todayThe Sophomores won fi rst place
in the Annual Track and Field
Meet the Seniors took second.

Are you a FIASCO at answering
5 ports questions? Answer the following questions and win yourself a
degree. If you get ten right, you are
a "sagacious" character, if you get
9 you're an "all-star'', 8 you're a
"sub", 7 you have a "gaby" rating,
and if you get 6 or under you are
just a plain FIASCO. Give yourself
10 for each one you get right. Answers upside down on this page.
1. In basketball if the ball enters
the basket from below, goes through
and drops back into the basket, is a
goal scored?
2. Would standing still and bounc
ing the ball on the floor constitute
a dribble?.
3. If a player while holding the
ball touches it to the floor one or
more times, has he dribbled?
4. Does referee's decision take precedence over umpire's if they make
two different calls .~imultaneously?
5. Who invented basketball?
6. How many games did the University of Arkansas basketball team
win last year
7. How many times did John L.
Sullivan defend his tick?
8. Who was the basketball coach
at Harding in 1935?
9. How many games did he
' "Sooners" lose this year- ( Attention
Charles Draper.)
10. Who were the N otre D ame
··~r Horsemen"?
. The Sports Quiz is to be a regular feature of the BISON for awhile. If you have a sports question
you would like to have answered,
write it as plainly as possible and
send it to the Sports Editor, BISON,
through campus mail. If we can't
answer it, we promise to find someone w3o am.

Beck Sets New Free T-hrow
Mark With 4 7 Out Of 50

.....•

WHITE HOUSE

0

PARK VIEW

We now have Life Works of Josophus translated by William W histon at
the College Book Store. Get a copy now.

C O MPLIMEN T S
0 f

-<>-

J. Harvey Dykes -

Ballenger Leads
l n G• l
t

Answers To Sports Quiz

Twelve years ago todayTwenty candidates reported to
Coach R. R. Coons to open Harding's spring baseball training.

The Weekly
Sports Quiz
By Bob "Coach" Thompson

s ·

Harding Sports
of Yesteryear

A

I

brough, Dot King, Grace Arimura, and
Gwen
Futrell. The two semi~finals
games between Smart and Quint and
Rice and Futrell plus the finals were
l Y S POT S
the most exciting of the tourney. A 1 Patsy Ballanger holds a slim lead of
total of twenty-six girls were entered.
two points over second place Virginia
Terry in the girls' race for athletic jackets, tabulations from the records revealed this week.
The totals include four sports, volleyball, basketball, ping pong, and badminton. Ballenger. has a rocal of 24 points
to Terry's 22.
:Following the pace-setters are Gwen
Futrell with 20, Margaret Smart, 20,
Edna 't'iodge, 19, Joyce Quint, 19, Lois
Coy Campbell is leading in the in- Hemmingway, 18, Doris Riae, 17, Mardividual race for 1947 Harding athletic garet Scott, 17, and Grace Arimura, 16.
jackets, a survey of the records showed
Five jackets will be given.
last week. Thirty-four points for entering, being on the third place team.
and making the all-star team in r.ouch
football; 28 for the similar perform·u;ipi'E'J pu'B 'k>paoJ:> 'J'31
ance in volley ball; 6 for entering the
-I!W
·~k>Jpqyrus-o1
'X!S,-6 ·uoueg:
Australian Pursuit Race; 38 for the
highest possible accumulation in bask~ ;nrug:--g 'lqa'!J 3uo AfUO u! 3'flllS l'B
ball, entering, being a member of the S'BM. ap11 S!q Jnq SJnoq UO!J!q!qx;i sno
-13mnu pllq aH ·aJuo A{UO--L · L lSOT
championship team, and winning an all
k>t.p '~1--9 ·q1rrus!eN s;,uref 'JQ-~
star berth; and 9 in table tennis gives
'J<lAllld JO WU31 AlJ!ml <iql uo p1lJfUU!
him a total of 115 points.
In the runner-up spot is George S! .Uy-&u;xl Jam1s <1q1 'aw!l ;inres <Jt.p n
S.c\llyd lU<lJ<J]J!p ffll:> srep!IJO tpoq U<Jq.&
Reagan with 107. Norman 'Starling is
'ON-Y 'ON-£ 'S<iA_-l 'ON-I
third with 106. Rounding out the high-

The class tourney in softball will be
conducted some time in May this year
and ~ ill be a single elimination event

controversy -

90.
The jackets have been given annually
to the •t.op five athletics for the last
seven er_ ~ight years, but will be increased to approximately seven in view
of the increased enrollment · this year.
The next twelve or fourteen highe51~
men will receive gold medals like
those that have been given each year
in the past along with the jackets.
All athletic events sponsored by the
physical education department are included in the contest, starting with
touch football in the fall and continuing on throughout the entire year. The
program will last until around the first
of May.
The jackets and medals are expected
to arrive by the end of the school year.

MARr"H 13, 1947
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Harding College
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Play refreshed • • •
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TI M E S

KR OG E R' S
CO MPLETE FOOD
MARKET

-

e)KLAH OMA
TIRE AND SUPPLY CO.

Service is Complete at -

·

Headlee's Walgreen Drug Store
- and -

For The Finest
MERCHANDISE

Headlee's Rexall Drug Store
Searcy,

-:-

Arkansas
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